













Recall Det M is irreducible if every sphere in M bounds a ball m

jj

M is dirreducible if it
doesn't contain essentialdiscs

Aproperly
embeddedorientable surface S M isincompressible if

there are no compressing discs for S in M

Atendoflast class we showed that for
T2 M T is

117 incompressible
121 bounds asolidtones or

131 is contained in a ball

É

skiptos9.4Hakenman.to

Def A taken manifold is a compact tonn oriented 3 mtd

M wl poss O boundary which is
irreducible o irreducible

and contains an incompressibleand d incompressible

surface



Propositional Every boundarycomponent X of a Haken
manifold M has X X EO and is incompressible

PI If a componentX of OM is asphere then X bounds a

ball M B but there are to incompressible surfaces in a

ball Thus X X so But M is o irreducible so

that M has NI essential discs
i.e all discs are d parallel

Thus X is incompressible

Q Arethere even Haken
mtds Yes lots ofthem

t

stands conounda ball

La



As we have already seen every compact orient
3 mfd

decomposes along spheres anddiscs into ivved
and d irred

pieces If one such piecehas non empty boundary

thenit is either a ball or it is Haken

so there arelots of Haken
mtds

But what about
dosed 3mfds that are

Haken That's harder

Heuristic most common typeof 3 mfd is hyperbolic

virtualhakenth Adi mile a closed irreducible 3 mfd

with infinite fundamental group
Then there is afinite sheeted

cover NT M sit NT is Haken includes hyperbolicmfrs

tool workat wise collars on IT IMI
A CATlol cc

surfacesubgroup conj by Kahn Markovic

Malnormal special
quotient thin ofwise

cuburationcriterion by Bergeron Wise

hard work I

Essentially Agolpop
think T.lk

hhh
IT rt Cf IT M

co compactly on a Atco cube complex Then 6has a finiteindex
t

Fs 22

G g i b embedsinfo
Corollary Let 6 be a non elem wordhyperbolicgroupacting

properly and cocompaltly on a Catto cc Then G is



linear large and quasi convexsubgroups areseparable

has a finteindersungroupthatsugedff
injects into Gln k

Ime

In fast if it at 4,1T all embeds in
RAAG M is Hakenbecause

IT M large b a be 0

Opens

Q Given M hyp closed
mfd what is

the degree of

thesmallest
Haben cow

Given TT M

what is the

smallest index
of a finite index

special subgroup


